Question 5 – Germany in Transition exam
To what extent do you agree with the interpretation? [16 + 3 SPAG marks] = 20 mins

The Weimar Republic was successful in dealing with
its problems. By 1929 prosperity and stability had
been restored to Germany.
Historian P. Grey writing in a school history textbook,
Germany 1918-1945, published in 2003.

PARAGRAPH 1 = On one hand I agree to a large/certain/limited extent that the
interpretation is accurate because… (link to CONTENT and your OK of the interpretation).

PARAGRAPH 2 = Explain AUTHOR / AUDIENCE of interpretation:








Is the author giving a broad or simplistic, narrow view of the topic?
What are the strengths / limitations of the author?
Is it a more modern day interpretation that benefits from hindsight?
Is the interpretation subjective or objective? (biased or unbiased)
Does it give a particular perspective because of the origins and research of the
author?
Does the title of the book or website suggest it is based on a wide-ranging study
or a more specialist book and focused on the particular topic?
Is it aimed at a particular audience and does this affect the interpretation?

On the other one hand I disagree with the interpretation because the historian’s
interpretation is subject to debate… (consider other factors linked to the topic of the
interpretation that you know about from your OK). Consider other historians’ views also.
Use phrases like:



Another historian researching from a different perspective would have a different
interpretation of events because…
Other historians may argue that ______ was a more significant factor because….

Other historians

Conclusion = Overall the interpretation is accurate to a large/certain/ limited extent and I
agree with the interpretation to a certain extent because…
The interpretation has to be viewed as part of a wider historical debate and only
accurately reflects one aspect not the wider context of events.

Question 5 – Conflict and Upheaval Medieval Britain exam
To what extent do you agree with the interpretation? [16 + 3 SPAG marks] = 20 mins

The Peasant’s Revolt of 1381 was the first popular uprising in England.
The peasants were objecting to high taxation and demanding payment
of wages in money. However, despite what is written in various
chronicles, the main grievance of the peasants was their continued
serfdom. The Peasants Revolt took place to demand its abolition.
An interpretation of the Peasant’s Revolt from a modern website
called Marxists.org, which promotes the rights of the working class.

Marxists.org
website

PARAGRAPH 1 = On one hand I agree to a large/certain/limited extent that the
interpretation is accurate because… (link to CONTENT and your OK of the interpretation).

PARAGRAPH 2 = Explain AUTHOR / AUDIENCE of interpretation:








Is the author giving a broad or simplistic, narrow view of the topic?
What are the strengths / limitations of the author?
Is it a more modern day interpretation that benefits from hindsight?
Is the interpretation subjective or objective? (biased or unbiased)
Does it give a particular perspective because of the origins and research of the
author?
Does the title of the book or website suggest it is based on a wide-ranging study
or a more specialist book and focused on the particular topic?
Is it aimed at a particular audience and does this affect the interpretation?

On the other one hand I disagree with the interpretation because the historian’s
interpretation is subject to debate… (consider other factors linked to the topic of the
interpretation that you know about from your OK). Consider other historians’ views also.
Use phrases like:



Another historian researching from a different perspective would have a different
interpretation of events because…
Other historians may argue that ______ was a more significant factor because….

Other historians

Conclusion = Overall the interpretation is accurate to a large/certain/ limited extent and I
agree with the interpretation to a certain extent because…
The interpretation has to be viewed as part of a wider historical debate and only
accurately reflects one aspect not the wider context of events.

